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BRHS 40TH ANNIVERSARY ANNUAL MEET IN SANDWICH, ILLINOIS

as reported by Bryan Howell

The Friday tour gang pose in front of the CB&Q-painted waycar at the Aurora Transportation Center after returning from Chicago Union
Station. The waycar’s heritage is Montana Rail Link 1101, ex-MRL 100751, ex-BN 968751, ex-BN 10146, nee-GN X106. – John Frank
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ocated 55.86 miles west of the
bumping post at Chicago Union Station
is Sandwich, Ill., host city for the 2019
BRHS Annual Meet held September 1822 celebrating the 40th Anniversary of the
Burlington Route Historical Society. Home
base for the meet was the Montcler Hotel,
located on the south side of US 34 and the
former CB&Q Galesburg main on the
border of Sandwich and Plano. Those with
a hotel room that faced north could railfan
from the comfort of their rooms!
The first event of the meet was a
cookout held across the tracks from the
still active CB&Q depot in Plano, Ill. on
Wednesday afternoon. Grillmaster Tom
Whitt cooked up Italian Sausage with
peppers and onions along with
cheeseburgers provided by Leo Phillipp
while attendees caught up with friends
they hadn’t seen for a while. Traffic on the

adjacent ex-Q BNSF tracks was slow with
only a handful of trains passing during the
cookout. Many of the attendees stuck
around to see Amtrak’s late eastbound
California Zephyr pass through as the
engineer on the train that day was BRHS
member Todd Pearson. The still active,
ex-CB&Q, Plano depot was also open for
inspection while we were there thanks to
Depot Agent Kay Mulliner and her
husband Scott, a BRHS member.
Attendees then gathered early
Thursday morning at the hotel in
preparation for the extra fare bus tour of
various depots and waycars. As we
headed out, the bus driver attempted to
follow the tracks as much as possible and
Leo Phillipp and Tom Whitt pointed out
locations and Leo regaled us with stories
from his time on the BN, including the
large Caterpillar plant that features

prominently in Burlington Bulletin No. 56.
Our first stop of the day was at the Batavia
depot and NE-4 waycar No. 14662, which
were both open for inspection. The
museum volunteer in the waycar learned
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quite a bit from the BRHS members that
morning! Thanks to Jennifer Putzier and
her crew at the Batavia Depot Museum
for opening up for us on a day they are
not normally open. Next was a visit to the
Turner Junction Depot at the West
Chicago City Museum. Museum Director
Sara Phalen, BRHS member Phil
Weibler, and the staff of the museum
were happy to show off their work.
The group then went to the St.
James Farm in Warrenville, which was
once part of the famed McCormick
Cantigny Estate. Located on the
grounds of the St. James Farm is
restored NE-1 waycar No. 14351, which
was open for our viewing. One important
error was corrected as they had both
marker lamps on the same side of the
waycar! Once again, the caretakers of
the waycar learned quite a bit about
their charge. A box lunch from Family
Foods in Warrenville was then enjoyed
in the adjacent picnic pavilion before
loading back onto the bus to head to our
next stop. Thanks to Nathaniel Michiels
and his crew for hosting us!
Our final stop of the day was at The
Museums at Lisle Station Park adjacent
to the former Q mainline in Lisle. Of
particular interest was the restored 1874
Lisle depot which includes the agent’s

residence, NE-4 waycar No.14584 and
the Lisle Model Railroad Club’s layout in
the basement of the Netzley-Yender
Farmhouse where multiple Q trains
were in operation. Additionally, the
Blacksmith’s Shop was open and the
forge was hot, so those that ventured in
were treated to a demonstration by a
blacksmith working and hammering hot
iron. Also in the Blacksmith’s Shop is a
collection of woodworking equipment
and
another
volunteer
was
demonstrating them as well. Thank you
to Concetta Gibson, Ethan Peterman
and the volunteers at the Lisle Station
Park for a great visit! Some of the group
wandered over to the former Q mainline
and took in part of the afternoon Dinky
Parade before it was time to head back
to the hotel to end the day.
Friday started out early once again
with an extra fare trip to Chicago Union
Station via train for a behind the scenes
tour. The group boarded a bus for the
Aurora Transportation Center, which is
located in the remains of part of the Q’s
Aurora shops. Tour members had around
30 minutes to inspect the facility before it
was time to board train No. 1262 to head
downtown. Metra F40PH-3 No. 183
brought its 8-car train into the depot on
the advertised at 9:18 a.m. with 6 of the 8
cars being cars originally built for the

CB&Q! Alas, the group was directed to
sit together in the eastern section of the
non-Q cab car. However, when the
engineer boarded to head to the control
cab, it turned out to be BRHS member
Jeff DeMarco! Talk about a stroke of luck.
After a brief visit with Jeff and looking
over his shoulder at the control
compartment, it was time for train No.
1262 to depart at 9:30 a.m. Following an
enjoyable run down the former Q’s East
End, the group arrived at the bumping
post of Track No. 2 at Chicago Union
Station just before 11 a.m. and headed
into the station for our tour.
The tour of Union Station was set
up through Amtrak’s Rocky Harbert, but
his duties took him elsewhere that day.
In his place, Amtrak B&B Foreman, Matt
Robinson, took the group through some
of the station’s rooms on the west side
of the building. This included the
restored Dining Room and Barber Shop,
now called the Founder’s Room, the
unrestored Fred Harvey Lunch Room,
still with fire damage and soon to be
turned into a food court, and finally, the
restored Women’s Lounge, now known
as the Burlington Room. In the Barber
Shop, the mirror at each station has
been replaced with railroad photos
taken in the depot. The Burlington
photos were quite popular, especially

WEDNESDAY’S PLANO, ILLINOIS, TRACKSIDE BBQ

The ex-CB&Q, now Amtrak’s, Plano, Illinois, depot. – Bryan Howell

The Stearns checking in Danish member Jesper SÖndergård – Larry Stoll

Amtrak CZ engineer, Todd Pearson, getting a wave.– Greg Koon

Grillmaster Tom Whitt chopping green peppers for the BBQ. – Dan Hollis
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the one of the rear of the California
Zephyr as former Zephyrette Cathy
Moran von Ibsch was on the tour, which
allowed the recreation of a once
common scene at CUS with a
Zephyrette standing at the rear of the
train welcoming passengers.
We had hoped to be taken through
the former baggage and mail handling
areas of the station on the tour, but
construction was occurring in those
areas and we were unable to safely
enter those areas. Following the tour,
the group enjoyed a lunch of Italian beef
sandwiches from Halsted Street Deli in
one of the Amtrak conference rooms.
With the tour being shorter than
planned, this left time after lunch to
explore the station and reminisce about
better times in passenger train travel
before boarding train No. 1239 for our
express trip back to Aurora.
Saturday’s festivities kicked off with
the Annual Business meeting at 8 a.m.
First time meet attendees were
recognized and the Officers gave reports
summarizing the Society’s activities over
the last year. Following the business
meeting, the adjacent swap room was
opened up. Numerous tables full of Q
and other railroad related goodies,
including the BRHS Company Store and
Archives, were set up and everyone
found some new treasures to take home.
The Model and Photo Contests were set
up in a room adjacent to the swap area
giving the attendees the opportunity to
view and vote on the winners.
After a short break for lunch, it was
time for an afternoon of highly informative
clinics. First up was retired dispatcher
Steven Holding explaining the use of train
orders on the Q. Next was Charlie Vlk
analyzing EMD F-unit spotting features.
Following that presentation was Bryan
Howell’s “Where Nature Smiles 300 Miles”
covering the Q’s dome passenger trains
along the Mississippi River. Lastly was a
presentation “Modeling CB&Q Structures” by
Greg Baumgardner. Videos of all of these
presentations are available on the
Member’s Only page on the BRHS website
thanks to Jack Schroeder for all to enjoy.
Rule G was then suspended as a
total of 95 folks gathered for the banquet
in the downstairs banquet hall at the
hotel. As attendees arrived, they were
greeted by Zephyrette Shelby Peteler
and Conductor John Bender (BRHS
member) from IRM who were passing
out red and blue dinner seating tickets,
much in the same way it was done on
the California Zephyr. People were then
seated according to the color ticket they
had at tables that had the corresponding
color. The raffle tables were also set up
and raffle tickets were sold. Railroad-

themed music was provided by Sweet
Tea and Spurs, comprised of Matt Pearl
and Teresa Akre, while folks placed their
tickets in the raffle cups. A buffet dinner
then followed which was enjoyed by all.
Following dinner, it was time for the
evening’s special presentation from
former California Zephyr Zephyrette
Cathy Moran von Ibsch. Cathy and her
husband Ernie, a former WP brakeman
that worked the CZ, were special guests
of the Society at the Fall Meet. A very
special thanks goes out to Scott and
Nancy Stearns who cashed in their
Amtrak Rewards Points and covered
Cathy and Ernie’s travel from California
to Chicago and return via Amtrak’s
California Zephyr so they were able to
attend. Cathy was one of the last
Zephyrettes hired in 1969 and worked
her last trip in January of 1970. While
not working the final trip of the CZ, she
did ride from Oakland to Sacramento
and back on the final runs. Ernie was a
part of that crew and asked her out after
the last run of the CZ.
Cathy has done extensive research
on the Zephyrettes and has traveled
across the country to interview surviving
members of this exclusive sorority. Her
presentation shared many of the things
she has learned over the course of her
project. She has also organized three
Zephyrette Reunions thus far and is
working on compiling her work for
publication, which the BRHS has agreed
to run as a future Bulletin. Cathy and
Ernie are very proud of their time with
the Silver Lady and had a blast
attending the meet and sharing their
experiences with everyone.
At the end of her presentation,
Cathy called up Shelby Peteler, who
portrays a Zephyrette at IRM on the
Nebraska Zephyr using an authentic
Zephyrette uniform. Shelby is very
interested in learning all she can about

the Zephyrettes to ensure she is doing
an accurate portrayal. One item for her
uniform that she did not have was a
Zephyrette pin, which includes the CZ
Zephyrus logo and a Zephyrette
nameplate. Cathy had a reproduction
made and presented it to Shelby as a
gift, much to her surprise. It was a
special moment as one of the last CZ
Zephyrettes pinned a new generation.
After Cathy’s presentation, dessert
was served and consisted of cake and
ice cream. As has been tradition
recently, the cakes were adorned with
photos of the CZ and a Zephyrette in a
dome. Awards for the modeling and
photography contests were then
presented along with plaques for those
that assisted with the meet. A special
presentation was then made to Board
Member and Bulletin/Zephyr Editor
David Lotz as he was bestowed with a
Life Membership to the BRHS in
appreciation for his decades of service
to the Society. Congrats, Dave!
The final event of the meet was a
cookout Sunday at Paul Andermann and
Steve Farmer’s Cheap & Nothing
Wasted Railroad in Oswego, Illinois.
This 1.5” scale railroad uses a 7.5” rail
gauge and runs around Paul
Andermann’s home. Numerous CB&Q
steam and diesel powered trains were
running for guests to ride, including a
Pioneer Zephyr. Grillmaster Tom Whitt
was at it again, cooking up a selection of
pork chops and sausages provided by
Greg Baumgardner and Leo Phillipp. In
addition to the meats, Sue Andermann
and Jane Farmer presented a large
spread of side dishes and desserts. The
afternoon ended early due to rain, but a
fine time was had by all and everyone
left with a full stomach! Thank you to all
that helped make the BRHS 2019
Annual Meet a great success. See you
in Duluth in 2020.

Former California Zephyr Zephyrette Cathy Moran von Ibsch, following Q tradition, pins the next
generation of Zephyrettes – IRM Nebraska Zephyr Zephyrette, Shelby Peteler. – Greg Koon
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THURSDAY DEPOT BUS TOUR

The original Aurora Branch depot at the Batavia Depot Museum. – Bryan Howell

Jennifer Putzier, of the Batavia Depot
Museum, was pleased to receive two
copies of Leo Phillipp’s Burlington
Bulletin “Aurora and its Shops - 18491899” directly from the author. – Jack
Schroeder

The West Chicago City Museum. – Bill Jelinek

The Turner Junction/West Chicago depot from the Aurora Branch Rail Road preserved
outside of the West Chicago Museum. – Bryan Howell

West Chicago City Museum’s Sara
Phalen spoke to the group just
outside the depot. – Jack Schroeder

Inside the West Chicago Museum, we find Phil Weibler
in the background. – Jack Schroeder
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Next stop was the St. James Farm in Warrenville and exploration of their restored NE-1 waycar No. 14351. – Jack Schroeder

Last stop was at the Lisle Station Park to explore the restored 1874 Lisle depot and nearby NE-4 waycar No.14584. – Bill Jelinek, Bryan Howell

In the Blacksmith’s Shop, the forge was hot and a blacksmith was working and hammering hot iron. The woodworking shop was also open. – Bill Jelinek

A pair of GPs on the Lisle Model Railroad Club’s layout. – Bill Jelinek
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The same train on the other side of the layout. – Jack Schroeder

FRIDAY DINKY RIDE AND CHICAGO UNION STATION TOUR

Metra F40PH-3 No. 183 bringing our 8-car train No. 1262 into the Aurora Transportation Center on the advertised arrival at 9:18 a.m. – Greg Koon

All Aboard the cab car for Chicago! – Jack Schroeder

President Whitt – Cubs Fan. – Jack Schroeder

BRHS member, Jeff DeMarco, today’s
engineer, is seated in the cab of Metra’s 3474,
awaiting boarding to complete and get the
green board for departure. – Bryan Howell

Train 1262 at the bumping post of Track No. 2
at Chicago Union Station just before 11 a.m.
The groups is headed into the station for our
tour. – Bryan Howell

With the group allowed in the cab car, Bryan
Howell (on his knees) takes advantage of the
forward window and is shooting a video of our
trip.– Jack Schroeder
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The tour group seated in Amtrak’s CUS meeting room. – Greg Koon

Looking back from the great hall towards
east, the arch and windows over the main
the entrance to the gates. The Great Hall
was restored to its original colors with
restored windows and making the space
brighter. – Jack Schroeder

Tom introducing Amtrak B&B Foreman, Matt Robinson. – Greg Koon

Looking through the massive columns and up
the stairs towards the Canal Street entrance.
More than 3 million Amtrak customers and 35
million Metra passengers use the station
annually; they utilize over 300 trains per day.
– Bryan Howell

The $22 million dollar restoration of this space
was completed in 2019. After decades of
drainage challenges, the Great Hall skylight has
been restored to its original splendor – and
strengthened to modern standards.– Bryan
Howell

Exploring the original Barber Shop and its images. – Greg Koon

A display showing how worn the original stairs were. – David Lotz
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Cathy at the CZ picture. – Jack Schroeder

The CZ No. 17 gate 20 photo. – Bryan Howell

The Women's Lounge, now the Burlington Room. – Bill Jelinek

547 West Jackson Street. – Greg Koon

The yet-to-be restored, fire-damaged, Fred
Harvey lunchroom. – Jack Schroeder

After the tour, lunch was served. – Jack Schroeder

Our train back to Aurora. – Bill Jelinek
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Aurora - Home of the Burlington. – Bill Jelinek

SANDWICH MEET IN PHOTOS

Nate King’s CB&Q 4-4-2 Atlantic locomotive was on display for all in the Montcler Hotel lobby during the meet. – Greg Koon

The Saturday morning swap room was filled with tables of models, ephemera, books – almost anything a Q fan could want! – Jack Schroeder

The Annual Business Meeting was well attended. – Jack Schroeder

VP of Membership, Dan Hollis, catches a quick nap. – Bill Jelinek

The van that chauffeured the Zephyrette ladies. – Bill Jeliek

Some of the ladies on the Zephyrette tour. – Jack Schroeder
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Pre-dinner music provided by Matt Pearl and Teresa Akre. – Greg Koon

Zephyrettes Cathy Moran von Ibsch, and
Shelby Peteler. - Bryan Howell

Ladies first through the banquet line. – Greg Koon

Cathy brought several poster boards full of
Zephyr memories. - Bill Jelinek

Hand decorated cakes celebrating the
attendance of two Zephyrettes and a
second commemorating the fortieth
anniversary of the BRHS’ founding. –
Jack Schroeder

President Whitt and VP of Publications Bryan Howell introducing our Zephyrette guests. - Jack Schroeder
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2019 SANDWICH MEET MODEL /PHOTO CONTEST
Usually, this section of the Zephyr contains photos of all the First Place winners of the model and photo contests.
Unfortunately, this year, our photographers were busy of volunteering elsewhere at the meet and failed to photograph all
of the entries. Jack Schroeder did photograph four of the models and we have most of the winning photographs to share.
Jack did photograph all the winners receiving their ribbons and awards, so we’ll share those in place of the models.

Best of Show

Receiving the David J. Beck Memorial Award
for his 1st place and Best of Show Lisle
Depot was Steve Ruhl. – Jack Schroeder

Taking 1st place and Best of Show in the
Photo contest was Mel Finzer’s 1963 photo
in the Aurora coach yard. – Jack Schroeder

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE

Receiving the Stewart Passenger Service
Award was John Mitchell for his model of
CBQ RPO No. 2339. – Jack Schroeder

FREIGHT CAR

1st place steam winner was Warren Hanson with his HO scale,
CB&Q No. 5632 4-8-4 Northern in 100th anniversary gold paint. –
Jack Schroeder

M A I N T E N A N C E O F W AY

2nd place Maintenance of Way winner was Peter Korsching’s
O scale, rail and tie car No. 20736. – Jack Schroeder
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3rd place freight car winner was John Mitchell’s HO scale, CBQ
194822 with a green marked southern Illinois coal load. – Jack
Schroeder

DIORAMA

Greg Baumgardner’s diorama of his fictitious HO scale, Norton
depot took 1st place in the Diorama category. – Jack Schroeder

PHOTOS - B&W PRINT PRE-MERGER

First Place: Phil Weibler
– Noses of F3As, No.
9960A and 126D – by
this time both in freight
scheme paint taken in
1962 at Savanna, Illinois.

P H O T O S - B & W P R I N T P O S T- M E R G E R

First Place: Phil Weibler –
Burlington Northern NW-2
switcher No. 529, exCB&Q 9232, working in
Chicago in 1976.
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PHOTOS - COLOR
PRINT PRE-MERGER
Best of Show

First Place and Best of Show:
Melvern Finzer’s – “Pulling from
Coach Yard to Aurora Station, 1963.”
A beautiful shot of 5632 ascending
the grade from the Aurora Coach Yard
to the main with coaches for one of
the Q’s Student Steam Specials. Mel
skipped out on high school to be there
to see them get ready for a school
special on a weekday and followed
them to Earlville and back on what
turned out to be a rainy day.

P H O T O S - C O L O R P R I N T P O S T- M E R G E R

First
Place:
Phil
Weibler - Burlington
Northern F45 No. 6604,
ex-GN No. 431, leads
an eastbound past the
Mendota tower in 1973.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION

BERNARD G. CORBIN MEMORIAL AWARD LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP

The BRHS Directors selected Chuck Zeiler to receive the Bernard G. Corbin
Memorial Award. This award is the highest honor given by the BRHS Board in
recognition of a member’s outstanding efforts to preserve the history of the
Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad. Chuck’s excellent photography of the
Burlington has graced many BRHS publications. – Chuck Zeiler

The BRHS Directors recognized David Lotz’s major
contributions to the BRHS as a Director, past
President, Vice President and his accomplishments
as a speaker, author and editor by awarding him a
BRHS lifetime membership. – Jack Schroeder

2019 FUKA-MIEKISZAK AWARD

GANDY DANCER AWARD

This year's Fuka/Miekiszak Award honorees, William Barber and Louis
Zadnichek, were recognized for their accomplishments in preserving the
Burlington’s history through the creation of the Harry C. Murphy Flickr site,
along with Chuck Zeiler, and sharing it with the BRHS. – Jack Schroeder

The Gandy Dancer Award was presented to Jim Davidson (above) and
Danny Hornback for their foresight and efforts in preserving the
materials from the Aurora depot, with the help of Tom Whitt and many
BRHS members. – Jack Schroeder

GRILLMASTER AWARD

SPECIAL ARCHIVE AWARD

For his mastery of the grill at BRHS Meets, Tom Whitt
was presented the Grillmaster Award. - Jack Schroeder

Al Kamm III was recognized for his above and beyond the call relating to his BRHS
archive work in support of the BRHS Archives Committee. – Jack Schroeder
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VP of Operations, Greg Koon presented the contest ribbons to all the
entrants. Greg Baumgardner’s Norton depot, earned him a 1st place
ribbon in the Diorama category. – Jack Schroeder

Jim Davidson’s maintenance of way train earned him a 1st place
ribbon on the Complete Train category. – Jack Schroeder

Melvern Finzer’s photograph, “Pulling from Coach Yard to Aurora
Station, 1963” brought him a 1st place ribbon and Best of Show in the
Color Print Pre-Merger category. – Jack Schroeder

Warren Hanson’s 5632 4-8-4 in gold took 1st place in the Steam category and his three bi-level commuter cars took 3rd place in the
Passenger Car category. – Jack Schroeder

John Mitchell’s entry of company service work equipment took 1st
place in the Other category, took 1st and 2nd place in the Passenger
category with his CBQ RPO 2339 and 8600 Converted Kitchen Car
respectively and 3rd place for his CB&Q coal hopper 194822. – Jack
Schroeder

Steve Ruhl’s scratch-built Lisle depot took 1st place in the Online
Structure category, 1st and 2nd place in the Freight Car category with
his modified Accurail and Sunshine boxcars, respectively, then 1st
and 3rd place in the Maintenance of Way category for his crane &
boom car with tender and bunk car. – Jack Schroeder

Peter Korsching had to leave prior to the banquet, so is not pictured here, but his 2nd place Maintenance of Way model of rail and tie car No.
207368 is shown on page 11.
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Scott and Nancy Stearns

Suse Whitt and Vicki Phillipp

Greg Baumgadner

Charlie Vlk

Dennis Edwards

Steve Holding

Bryan Howell

Jim Davidson

Shelby Peteler and Cathy Moran von Ibsch

Nate King

Steve Farmer and Paul Andermann
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ANNUAL MEET THANK-YOUS
Meet Host
Tom Whitt

Awards
Jim Singer

Registration
Scott & Nancy Stearns

Special Thanks to:
Amtrak
Rocky Harbert
Matt Robinson
Batavia Depot Museum
Jennifer Putzier and her crew
CB&Q Steam loco display in lobby
Nathan King
Food for the Meet
Sue Andermann
Greg Baumgarder
Jane Farmer
Leo Phillipp
Grillmaster
Thomas Whitt
Illinois Railway Museum
John Bender
Shelby Peteler
Jim West
Metra
Elizabeth Gomez
Plano Depot
Kay & Scott Mulliner
St. James Farm
Nathaniel Michiels and his crew
Meet Shirts
Greg Baumgarder
The Museums at Lisle Station Park
Concetta Gibson
Ethan Peterman and the volunteers
Wednesday Cookout Food
Leo Phillipp
West Chicago City Museum
Sara Phalen and the staff
Phil Weibler

Model/Photo Contest
Peter Korsching
Clinics
Greg Baumgardner
Steve Holding
Bryan Howell
Charlie Vlk
Swap Meet Set-up
Burt Armbrust
Dennis Edwards
Dan Hollis
Evening Program
Cathy Moran von Ibsch
Ladies Events
Suse Whitt
Vicki Phillipp
Sunday Morning C&NW Visit
Paul & Sue Andermann
Steve & Jane Farmer
Photographers
John Frank
Bryan Howell
Bill Jelinek
Greg Koon
David Lotz
Jack Schroeder
Company Store
Laird Brown
Bill Jelinek
Al Kamm III
Jim Singer
Tech
Greg Koon

RAFFLE DONORS
5th Avenue Car Shops
BPL Brassworks
Brass Car Sides
BRHS Archive Committee
Rick Grossman
Steve Holding
Bryan Howell
Kadee
Kalmbach Publishing
Micro Engineering
Microscale
Micro Trains
Leo Phillipp
Pricom Inc.
Q Connection
Rix Products
Ron’s Books
Sundance Marketing
Tru-Color Paint
Walthers
Phil Weibler
West Suburban Model Railroad
Tom Whitt
Woodland Scenics

Hotel Accommodations &
Convention Headquarters
Montcler Timber Creek Inn & Suites

Ernie and Cathy Moran von Ibsch being introduced at the banquet.
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John Bender and Shelby Peteler having fun in their Q uniforms.

AFTERNOON AT THE CHEAP & NOTHING WASTED RAILROAD

Watering C&NW 0-4-0 No. 123 at the service area. – Bill Jelinek

Jesper catching a ride with engineer Blake Buschue. – Bill Jelinek

Nate King aboard his spotless CB&Q Atlantic 4-4-2 pulling a string of Chinese red cars and silver waycar. – Bill Jelinek

This Blackbird GP7, with engineer Mike Mitzel, easily hauls a full load of happy BRHSers and their wives. – Bill Jelinek

A Pioneer Zephyr ride enjoyed by a real Zephyrette. – Bill Jelinek

As always, food is an important part of BRHS meets! – Greg Koon
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2020 MILE HIGH MEET
April 30th - May 2nd, 2020
Joint Meet with the
Rio Grande Modeling & Historical Society
Meet Hotel: Denver Marriott West
1717 Denver West Boulevard
Golden, CO, 80401-3144
(303) 279-9100
Standard Rooms blocked Thursday through
Saturday nights at $133.00 plus tax.
Group Rate is available three (3) days pre- and postcontracted dates based on space and rate availability
Block expires 4/9/2020.
Make reservations at:
(800) 228-9290 or (303) 279-9100.
Activities: The usual Clinics, Banquet & Speaker plus
extra fare tour(s), museums and layout tours.
You may register online on the BRHS website or use
the mail-in form included with this Zephyr.

2020 ANNUAL MEET
September 10-13, 2020
Duluth, Minnesota
Meet Hotel: Radisson Duluth-Harborview
505 W Superior Street,
Duluth, Minnesota 55802
Our Group Rate is $99 per night
Reservations Call 1-800-333-3333
and mention Burlington Route
Online: radisson.com/duluth
Type in dates, Select Occupancy and from the Special
Rates dropdown, choose Promotional Code, then
enter: BURLIN
Then click Check on Availability
Cut off date is: 8/10/2020
Activities in addition to our regular meet functions will
include a ride in the Silver Club Vista-dome with lunch
in the Lake of the Isles on the North Shore Scenic
Railroad, a visit to the Lake Superior Railroad
Museum, a harbor cruise of railroad sites (ore docks!)
and layout tours.
A Ladies Event is to be determined.
19

Group photo of almost all the BRHS Volunteers who came to assist our display, Company Store and Clinics at Trainfest.. – Greg Koon

he CB&Q was the 2019 featured
T
railroad for Milwaukee Trainfest’s
Celebrate a Railroad. Planning for this
event began at the 2018 Trainfest with
the crew there brainstorming a list of
potential topics that should adorn those
panels. We also discussed what we
would provide for the show’s HO and N
scale model, the show pin and
participation plaque.

Work on the sixteen 40" wide by 6'
tall panels began in early in February of
2019. Our Editor, David Lotz, worked
with Angela Ohlinger at Mercury
Communication Partners of Milwaukee to
finalize what each panel would contain.
Dave also worked to develop the
artwork with Accurail and Micro-Trains
for the chosen show car, the one-off

1947 version of the Havelock-built XM32 boxcar which was painted green and
equipped with the 100,000th Unit Truck.
This special car was then placed on
display at the Chicago Rail Fair.
At the Spring Meet, Dave solicited
volunteers to gather pictures and write
captions for the panels. Those who
volunteered were: Perry Bilotta, Laird
Brown, Derek Dawdy, Stephanie
Dawdy, Bill Hirt, Dan Hollis, Bryan
Howell, Bill Jelinek, Greg Koon, Jim
Miller, Charlie Vlk, Tom Whitt - with Dave
doing the remaining six. The panels
were completed on time and made an
impressive display, as can be seen on
the following pages.
There were a record number of
BRHS members who volunteered to

man the BRHS booth during the show:
Burton Armbrust, Sr., Perry Bilotta,
Derek Dawdy, Stephanie Dawdy, Ron
Hatch, Bill Hayward, Glen Haug, Bill
Hirt, Dan Hollis, Jeff Howell, Bill Jelinek,
Greg Koon, John McCulloch, Dan
Moons, Ken Mosney, Lenny Ohrnell,
Jeffrey Spoden, Scott & Nancy Stearns,
Ken Tucek, Bob Weber, Tom Whitt, Don
Winn, Rick Woods.
Those who gave clinics were: Greg
Baumgardner, Jon Habegger, Bryan
Howell, Warren Hanson, David Lotz,
Leo Phillipp and David Wilson.
A HUGE thank you for such a
magnificent showing of support for the
BRHS!

The BRHS Company Store on one of the main aisles providing the front to the Celebrate a Railroad area. – David Lotz
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On the back side of the Company Store, several BRHSers provided an impressive display of CB&Q models in G, O, HO, HOn3 and N
scales. The lighted BRHS letters on the top shelf were courtesy of Perry Bilotta. – David Lotz

The panels were set up in two rows framing the seating area for the videos and other presentations. They were folded and printed on
both sides making an impressive display. – David Lotz

The panels were organized in a some-what chronological order. The first two panels, “Humble Beginnings” and “Namesake Cities” had
their photos and captions provided by Editor, David Lotz. – Trainfest & Mercury Communication Partners

Charlie Vlk provided an amazing chronological map for the “CB&Q
Timeline” panel. – David Lotz - Inset image of Charlie, himself

Greg Koon assembled and captioned the “Granger Country”
panel. – David Lotz

Perry Bilotta assembled and captioned the “Burlington-Built”
panel. – David Lotz

Dan Hollis assembled and captioned the “Locomotion - Parade of
Progress” panel. – David Lotz

Tom Whitt assembled and captioned the “Burlington Firsts” panel.
– David Lotz

Jim Miller assembled and captioned the “On the Wings of a
Zephyr” panel. – David Lotz - Inset image of Jim, himself
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Laird Brown provided photos and captions for the “3-Way Race”
panel. – David Lotz - Inset image of Laird, himself

Bill Jelinek chose and captioned photos for the “Suburban
Service” panel. – David Lotz

Bryan Howell provided photos and captions for the “Where Nature
Smiles...” panel. – David Lotz - Inset image of Bryan, himself

Bill Hirt selected and captioned photos for the “Freight Service” panel. –
David Lotz

Stephanie and Derek Dawdy assembled and captioned the “LaCrosse
Division” panel. – David Lotz
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These panels, “I am a Burlington Man,” “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad” and “President’s Hall of Fame,” had their photos and
captions provided by David Lotz. – Trainfest & Mercury Communication Partners

The last three panels “Creative Traffic,” “1970 Merger and Beyond" and “Preservation,” wrapped up the Burlington story with photos and
captions provided by Editor David Lotz. – Trainfest & Mercury Communication Partners
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The image of Q’s NE12 No. 13554 was placed on the
3” x 4” metal Participation Plaque. The Trainfest show
pin replicates a CB&Q
uniform button. Both the
plaque and pin are available
Havelock-built XM-32 No. 37000 was the car chosen for the Trainfest show to purchase online at the
model. This is the only known photograph of that car on display at the 1948- BRHS Company Store. –
David Lotz
1949 Chicago Railroad Fair. – Photographer Unknown

The Unit Truck Corporation’s magazine advertisement showcasing the CB&Q car with the 100,000th The sign mounted on the
installation of their unit trucks. – Chuck Zeiler Collection
car at the Chicago Fair.

The Trainfest models. Above is the N scale
MicroTrains version and to the right, the Accurail HO
scale version. Both of these cars, sold at the show for
$33.00 and $27.00 respectively, are now priced $28.00
and $19.00 at the BRHS Company Store. – Dave Lotz
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MODELING A B&MRR / CB&Q PILE DRIVER
IN HO SCALE

by Bill Glick
All model photos by the author

Two very similar views of
B&MR No. 49 with B&MR
Neb. pile driver No.1
driving piles on the
Nebraska side of the
Missouri
River
at
Nebraska City in June
1887. The bridge was
completed and opened on
August 12, 1888. A-2
class No. 49, built by
Manchester
in
1880
became CB&Q No. 248 in
1904 and was retired in
August 1905. The pile
driver was typical of this
era; some of these
machines lasted into the
early 1900s. – Nebraska
State Historical Society
collection
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This unidentified CB&Q
pile driver wore a
Burlington Route herald
and is being moved by
what appears to be
CB&Q A-1 No. 10. The
photo is clearly of a
bridge repair on Lines
West in the 1904-11
period. The stationary
boiler trackside belongs
to the B&B department
and was used to provide
steam to power air
compressors that in turn
powered drills and other
pneumatic tools used by
the bridge builders. – Bill
Glick collection
STEP 1 Start with a basic platform of a 1 7/32” wide x 3 3/4” long
x 1/8” thick and mount a 1 1/8” diameter washer in center and a
1/2” washer inside it. Next, create a secondary platform with the
same width material 4 5/16” long. Add couplers and trucks to both
pieces as shown in the photo below. Trucks need to be mounted
on a 1/16” thick center sill strip. I used Arch bar trucks.

STEP 3 Mount two 1/8” x
1/8” x 5 3/4” long vertical
beams at far end of
channels. Next add four
(4) 1/32” x 1/16” horizontal
rungs the width of the
uprights with 7/8” between
them, and add a 1/32” x
1/8” wide strip on top.

STEP 2 Start the main (upper) chassis with two 3/16” “C” channels
8 3/8” long then mount a 1/8” thick floor between them that is 1 1/8” wide
x 4 1/8” long. Mount a 1/2” diameter washer about 3/4” from the front
edge and centered width-wise. This willl be the underside of this
chassis. Make 1/8” long notches on the ends of the C channels as
shown in lower photo.

STEP 4 Now back to the secondary platform. Add 14 posts 1/32” x
1/16” x 1/2” on each side with the first pair 1/2” from the front edge and
with 1/4” between posts. Then add the other ten starting 1 3/4” from the
front edge. Next add two 3/16” x 1/32’ x 2 78” long strips as shown on
the finished models below, matching the CB&Q prototype photo above.
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STEP 5 I cut 8-pane windows in half to
make 4-pane windows and modified
them to match or you could simply use
appropriate 4-pane windows.
STEP 6 Now construct the sides with five (5) 4-pane windows on each side. Length of the side is 4 1/4” x 1 1/16” high. The windows are
spaced at 1/2” centers, the first at 1 5/16” from the back end. Cut the openings on each side. Glue the sides on the base.

STEP 7 Add a wall to the
back end with a 7/16” door
opening centered on the wall
and add two thick reinforcing
walls as shown to the
interior. I glued shotgun
pellets on the floor for
weight, but you can use
whatever you have.

STEP 8 Continue working on the main
platform by installing .032” thick grooved
floor boards 1 1/4” wide and out 3 7/8”
from the front interior wall, 5/8” in from
the pilot driver’s front end. Also notch
the floor for four (4) 1/8” x 1/8” x 7/8” tall
vertical posts on both sides, the first 2
1/2” from the front and the second
11/16” from the first.

STEP 9 Add .016” wire
support rods to the
vertical beams.
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STEP 10 Now lets build a support type
ladder as seen in photos to the right. I
used two 1/32” x 1/16” x 5” long boards
and added twenty (20) rods 15/16” long
across boards, equally spaced. Now
add a weight and pulley at top as seen
in the far right photo.

STEP 11 Next we need a roof. I
constructed it from .020” thick scribed
sheet of wood pieces 11/16” wide x
4 1/4” long. However, plain sheets will
also work. Add a .020” x 1/16” wide strip
above windows. I added a smoke stack
on my model as seen in photos on page
26. Some pile drivers have smoke
stacks but some do not, so match
photos for your specific driver. The ones
that don’t have stacks (see the photo on
page 27) are slightly different design.

STEP 12 Here is another photo, this one of CB&Q Pile Driver No. 204670, which shows how I chose to letter my model. I painted it red, but since
there are no color photos of these, I’m not sure what color they really were.

The Finished Model
Bill’s drawing of his pile driver model
may be found in the Zephyr 80 Addendum
of the Members Only Area.

President’s Corner

WINDS OF CHANGE
Greetings to all!
The BRHS has experienced an
outstanding second half of 2019! Our
membership keeps increasing, our
projects and presentations keep
improving, our archives are progressing
well and our publications are increasing!
To start off the summer, the
Company Store attended the Galesburg
Railroad Days and had great
participation from local members in
staffing and support. In September, Leo
Phillipp arranged for the Company Store
to be present for the second year in a
row at the Sandwich Fair, where we
gained 11 new members over 5 days
and had very productive sales of our
publications.
On the heels of the Fair was our
40th Anniversary Annual Meet, again in
Sandwich. The meet was a five day
event with local and Chicago area
events which were highlighted by the
presence of Zephyrette Cathy Moran
von Ibsch of California Zephyr fame and
Shelby Peteler, who volunteers her time
at IRM aboard the Nebraska Zephyr as
its Zephyrette! Then in November, Leo
Phillipp presented to the Hinsdale
Collectors Club with a history of
Hinsdale.
The highlight of the year was the
CB&Q being the “Featured Railroad” at
Trainfest with the BRHS as the host
historical society. At Trainfest, over 30
BRHS members volunteered their time
to the success of this two-day event,
which included staffing the Company
Store, writing captions for the 32 panels
depicting the history of the CB&Q,
clinics, answering questions of the
attendees and a most outstanding model
display! During the event, we acquired
an additional 14 new members.

During 2019, the Archive Committee
worked to apply for grants to fund the
acquisition of protective storage for the
Parks Collection of drawings. The grant
requests were specifically for flat files to
accomplish this. Shortly after the 2019
Annual Meeting we received notice that
our request was approved by the Tom E.
Dailey Foundation. This grant will provide
funding for about 75% of the needed
funds. We sincerely thank the Tom E.
Dailey Foundation immensely for this
help to assist the preservation portion of
our mission.
My thanks goes out to all of our
members who have volunteered and
committed to promoting the BRHS at the
many events which have taken place! It
is very rewarding to see the many new
faces that have participated in
promoting the history of the CB&Q and
the mission of the BRHS! We have a lot
more events scheduled for 2020, so
follow along on the web site and watch
for future announcements.
At the Annual Meeting in Sandwich, I
gave a presentation to the attending
membership a plan that the Board of
Directors has been working on for the
past couple of years. With the efforts
and improvements of our web based
membership system by Jack Schroeder,
Dan Hollis and Dave Lotz, this plan is to
become a reality. You've heard me
speak of our efforts as a Board to think
outside of the box in order to continue
the growth of the Society and to ensure
its future, and, after the resounding
positive
response
during
my
presentation at the business meeting,
we are going to move forward with this
plan.
The plan consists of three parts:
first is the Zephyr, the second is the
Burlington Bulletin and lastly is
membership renewal. Through the
information gathered in the online data
base, we have determined that well over
80% of our membership is connected to
the internet with email addresses. I feel
that our future involves capturing the
internet user as a way to survive in the
electronic age. To carry out this thought,
the aforementioned publications will see
the winds of change, and you, the
member, will receive more value for your
membership in the BRHS!
First, this issue of the Zephyr will be
the last in the present format, no longer
being a slick glossy publication. It will
become an electronic newsletter in a
consistent format to tell you of coming
events, interesting facts, system news,
preservation efforts, modeling contents,
new products and the current business
of the BRHS. It will be delivered in a
PDF format to be electronically archived
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and/or printed on 8½” by 11” paper by
you. Thanks to members Derek and
Stephanie Dawdy for accepting the
challenge and becoming our new
Zephyr Editors facilitating this change!
The new format Zephyr will be
initially published three times annually,
with a goal of advancing to four or more
times annually! For those that do not
have computer/internet access and
want to receive a printed copy of the
Zephyr, a written form (which we will
provide with the next Bulletin) must be
submitted to us. The printed Zephyr will
be on plain paper, folded, stapled and
sealed. It will not be in an envelope, but
have the address information printed on
the back page (outside) of the issue.
Second, this past year, membership
received three Burlington Bulletins, two
scheduled issues and one extra issue in
recognition of our 40th Anniversary and
also as a thank you for staying with the
BRHS during times when our
publication schedule was off track. By
freeing Editor Dave Lotz from doing two
different types of publications, this
change will allow the BRHS to publish
three Bulletins annually! Currently
enough material is available to carry us
forward six to seven years, with more
material being written and provided to
us by members and the archives. The
membership will receive more of the
quality information you have come to
enjoy, and then some!
Third, our VP of Membership, Dan
Hollis, has been working with our web
guru, Jack Schroeder, in utilizing our data
base to enable the BRHS to send out
renewal notices electronically.
This
process is not quite finished as yet, but will
become a reality in the very near future.
These electronic changes and
improvements will allow us to improve
the quality and content of the Burlington
Bulletins, while providing current and
upcoming news more efficiently via the
electronic Zephyr and a more efficient
and effective renewal system.
These changes are a vision that I
shared with, and was developed into a
reality by, the Board of Directors. It was
a team effort to bring this to life and an
opportunity for dedicated members to
improve an organization that they
believe in deeply. My unwavering
gratitude to all involved presently, as well
as others over many years, that have
worked to make the BRHS what it has
become and what it will continue to be in
the future! If you wish to become more
involved in the BRHS, please reach out
to me to discuss your thoughts.

Tom Whitt

MEMBER’S LAST CALL
The following BRHS members have
received their last call.
Fred Becker of New Berlin, WI
Gerald Dooley of Red Wing, MN
Dr, Kenneth Hurst of Waupaca, WI
We report member’s deaths in this
column only when the VP of
Membership is informed of their passing.

View From
The Vista
Dome
Greetings from Georgia as we
begin the BRHS’s 41st year!
As you’ve read in Tom’s
“President’s Corner,” issue 01-20, No.
80, of the Zephyr will be my last issue
as its Editor. I took over from Jim
Singer beginning with Issue 01-08, No.
56, and 12 years and 25 issues later will
hand it off. I hope you have enjoyed
them all as much as I have enjoyed
bringing them to you.
I’m pleased to be continuing on as
your Burlington Bulletin Editor and
working to increase the issues you will
receive each year with your
membership.
I am pleased to introduce
Stephanie and Derek Dawdy as your
new Zephyr Editors. They will be
taking the Zephyr into the 21st Century
in its new electronic format. I will be
mentoring them behind the scenes for a
while, transitioning the Zephyr back to
the Society newsletter.
Our reservations have been made
at the Marriott in Golden for the meet
and at our timeshare in Pagosa Springs
for hitting the tourist lines afterwards.
I’m excited to meet with all y’all at the
Mile High Meet!

WELCOME ABOARD NEW
BRHS MEMBERS!
We are pleased to welcome aboard 58 new members who have joined
since August 20, 2019:
Carol Abel
James Ailes
Jeff Anderson
Joseph Antosiak
Carol Aslesen
Thomas Baittie
Lucas Barnlund
Richard Bartoskewitz
Jo A. Boeckler
Blake Buschue
Samuel Caliciotti
J.R. Cannon
Nancy Carrol
Roger Clark
David Coufal
Patrick Doherty
Stephen Doyle
Yves Durin
Brian Ehni
Michael Ferguson
Scott Given
Matthew Greenwood
Wayne Greenwood
Carl Guzzo
Ross Hammond
Bill Hanmer
Dave Hart
Mark Hemphill
Joseph Hernandez
Manny Hernandez
Tony D. Hudler III
Denny Jelsma
Jason Johnson
Jay Kalman
Michael Kamys
James Kantor
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Chuck Lavallee
William Lee
Richard Lind
Jim Ludwig
Keith MacCauley
Michael Matalis
Steven Mendelewski
Eric Miller
Bryan & Christine
Moran
Tom Nebelsick
Sean Olin
Dennis Opferman
Mary Clark Ormond
Allen Otto
Glenn Pergande
William J. Peters
Colby Prochaska
Dave Reid
Timothy Ring
Robert Roche
Mark Rosemont
Gary Schroeder
Stephen Schuneman
Jim Simons
Ed & Carol Sleezer
Adam Stasiek
Austin R. Strenecky
Carole Strock
Jim Suter
Frank Vidlak
Laddie Vitek
Tim Wagner
Bryan Waldorf
Peter Weber
James Wormley

WHERE TO WRITE
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our Society continues to strive to provide better service to our members. The following addresses should be used
in order to provide you with quicker responses to your requests. Please enclose a large No. 10 SSAE for our response.
The BRHS has a comprehensive web site on the internet. Check it out! The address is www.burlingtonroute.org

For all correspondence pertaining to
Back Issue Sales:
membership including renewals:
BRHS Company Store
BRHS Membership Services
Scott & Nancy Stearns
P.O. Box 456
P.O. Box 93
La Grange, IL 60525
Zumbrota, MN 55992
Email:Membership@BurlingtonRoute.org
Email: CompanyStore@BurlingtonRoute.org
For all matters pertaining to finances:
BULLETIN Commercial Sales Information:
Gene Tacey:
BRHS Treasurer at:
P.O. Box 485
P.O. Box 456
Sutherland, NE, 69165
La Grange, IL 60525
Email: CommercialSales@BurlingtonRoute.org
Email:Treasurer@BurlingtonRoute.org
Material for publication in the
BURLINGTON BULLETIN or
the ZEPHYR:
BRHS Editor:
David Lotz
113 Magnolia Drive
Pooler, GA 31322
Email: Editor@BurlingtonRoute.org
Archives:
BRHS Archive Committee
P.O. Box 456
La Grange, IL 60525
Email: Archives@BurlingtonRoute.org:
Education & Outreach
BRHS Educaton & Outreach at:
P.O. Box 456
La Grange, IL 60525
Email:
education-outreach@burlingtonroute.org

The ZEPHYR is published on an irregular schedule and is included with
membership in the Burlington Route Historical Society. A regular membership in
the Society is $40.00 per year; sustaining membership is $80.00 per year. A
Conductor’s Club membership is available at the $100.00 per year level.
Members outside the United States are assessed a postage surcharge. Yearly
membership begins on the first day of the current quarter when dues are
received during the first two months of that quarter. Otherwise, membership
begins on the first day of the following quarter. Quarters begin January 1, April 1,
July 1 and October 1. Single copies and some back issues of the BURLINGTON
BULLETIN and the ZEPHYR are available at BurlingtonRoute.org.

BRHS DIRECTORS OFFICERS
(effective September 2019)

Bryan Howell
Bill Jelinek
Greg Koon
David Lotz
Leo Phillipp
Jim Singer
Tom Whitt

SUPPORT RETAILERS THAT CARRY
THE BURLINGTON BULLETIN
Caboose
10800 W. Alameda Ave.
Caboose Stop Hobbies
301 Main Street
Chicagoland Hobby
6017 N. Northwest Hwy.
Colorado Railroad Museum 17155 W. 44th Ave.
Des Plaines Hobbies
1468 Lee St.
Hobby Haven
2575 86th St.
House of Trains
8106 Maple St.
Hub Hobby Center
6416 Penn Ave. S.
Jim’s Junction
811 16th St. W. Suite B
Q Connection
113 Magnolia Drive
Randy’s Roundhouse
910 N. 70th St.
Rails Unlimited
126 Will Scarlet In.
Scale Model Supplies
458 N. Lexington Pkwy.
The Original Whistle Stop 2490 E. Colorado Blvd.
Walt’s Hobby Shop
2207 Plainfield Road

(effective September 2019)
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Vice President, Archives . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Singer
Vice President Education & Outreach...Leo Phillipp
Vice President, Membership . . . . . . . . . . Dan Hollis
Vice President, Operations . . . . . . . . . . .Greg Koon
Vice President, Projects . . . . . . Greg Baumgardner
Vice President, Publications . . . . . . . .Bryan Howell
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laird Brown
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SEE YOU
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Crest Hill, IL
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